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Theater you can afford to see—
plays you can’t afford to miss!

About The American Century Theater
The American Century Theater was founded in 1994. We are a professional company
dedicated to presenting great, important, but overlooked American plays of the twentieth
century . . . what Henry Luce called “the American Century.”
The company’s mission is one of rediscovery, enlightenment, and perspective, not
nostalgia or preservation. Americans must not lose the extraordinary vision and wisdom
of past playwrights, nor can we afford to surrender our moorings to our shared cultural
heritage.
Our mission is also driven by a conviction that communities need theater, and theater
needs audiences. To those ends, this company is committed to producing plays that
challenge and move all Americans, of all ages, origins and points of view. In particular,
we strive to create theatrical experiences that entire families can watch, enjoy, and
discuss long afterward.
These audience guides are part of our effort to enhance the appreciation of these works,
so rich in history, content, and grist for debate.
The American Century Theater is a 501(c)(3) professional nonprofit theater company
dedicated to producing significant 20th Century American plays and musicals at risk of
being forgotten.
This program is supported in part by Arlington County through the Arlington
Commission for the Arts and Arlington Cultural Affairs, a division of Arlington Economic
Development; the Virginia Commission for the Arts; the National Endowment for the
Arts; and many generous donors.
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The Playwright: George Kelly (1887–1974)
—Jack Marshall
George Kelly’s first three plays on Broadway, two comedies and a drama,
were roaring successes, with the last and least well-known of them, the
drama Craig’s Wife, winning him the Pulitzer Prize in1926. After that, his
plays became progressively more unpopular, until he couldn’t get them
produced at all. He then fled to Hollywood, where he briefly returned to his
original trade as a character actor. Although Kelly’s three successful plays
were adapted into nine—nine!—films, and although critics regard his
craftsmanship as a playwright timeless and remarkable, you have almost
certainly never heard of him. Right?
He isn’t even the most famous George Kelly. That distinction either belongs
to the Hall of Fame first baseman who was a mainstay of John McGraw’s
pennant-winning New York Giants baseball teams in the 1920s or to the
modern psychologist George Kelly. When Kelly escaped Broadway to
rekindle his acting career in Hollywood, there was already another George
Kelly getting roles there. The playwright’s namesake nephew, a billiards
champ, may even be better known. His niece, Hollywood legend Grace
Kelly, is surely far more famous. What happened to George Kelly? Why is
he all but forgotten?
Well, as terrific as those three Kelly masterpieces (The Torch Bearers, The
Show-Off, and Craig’s Wife) are, they are almost 90 years old, and that
means that there have been a lot of plays, lesser ones, mostly, that have
come between Kelly’s best and the consciousness of American theater
companies, and, as a result, the American public. People assume that old
comedies aren’t funny anymore, and to be fair, most of them aren’t. Most of
them cease to be funny after five years, much less 90, so this bias has some
justification.
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George Kelly’s two best comedies, however, are as fresh as the day they
were written, because their humor does not rely on current events, politics,
fads, social trends, or the styles of the day, as the vast majority of comedies
with short shelf-lives do. They are comedies about people, real people,
people who you have met and know, who may even be members of your
family, or you. George Kelly’s great gift was that he paid attention to human
tics, flaws, habits, and tendencies, and his characters, even the most
outlandish ones, are not clowns or cartoons (unless, of course, they are
played that way). They are human beings, and while the ways human beings
dress, talk, and live change over time, basic human character, for better or
ill, does not.
In the case of George Kelly’s comedies, it is for the better.
Born in Pennsylvania in 1887 to a large family with some social status,
George Kelly became an actor (his brother, Walter Kelly, was a famous
vaudevillian) and then, after brief World War I service, a writer. Finally he
was a playwright, performing in his own comic skits.
He wrote his first professionally produced play in 1917, but didn’t make
Broadway until 1922 with The Torch-Bearers, a spoof of the Little Theater
movement, which was the dawn of amateur community theater. Its
characters are 1920s versions of the familiar types that often infest amateur
theater (yes, and professional theater, too) today—vain actors not nearly as
talented as they think they are, officious and incompetent administrators, and
an unbearable director. Naturally, the play was a community theater staple
for decades.
The Show-Off, widely regarded as his best work, was Kelly’s next Broadway
offering, and it was a runaway hit. It tells the tale of how an annoying, near–
con artist with delusions of competence somehow manages to help
everything turn out all right for the very people he’s been tormenting. It is
said that The Show-Off was the favorite to win the Pulitzer Prize for drama,
but was edged out due to behind the scenes politics in favor of something
called Hell-Bent for Heaven. Many believe it was in penance for this
injustice that the Pulitzer committee gave the prize to Kelly’s next play,
Craig’s Wife. This was a drama rather than a comedy and signaled a change
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in tone for Kelly. While it proved that he could apply his perception of
human foibles to more serious issues, it also showed him moving away from
laughter as his primary objective, and the long-term consequences to his
career and reputation were not good.
Craig’s Wife follows an obsessive wife as she destroys her marriage and her
life through a mania for control, driving away her friends and, ultimately,
her loving husband. The play ends with Harriet Craig standing alone in a
perfect, pristine home, made immaculate at the cost of human
companionship.
Conventional wisdom holds that Kelly lost his connection with audiences
after Craig’s Wife and that his remaining works were failures and vastly
inferior to his three Broadway triumphs. It isn’t fair or true, at least
regarding his next two plays. Daisy Mayme (1926), about a touching and
funny romance between a spinster and a middle-aged bachelor, was a
commercial success, and many critics believe it would still resonate today as
a critique of American values. Kelly’s next play was better yet, but it was a
tragedy. Behold the Bridegroom (1927) was a case study of the relentless
deterioration of a rich, spoiled woman. The play opened on a date,
December 26, 1927, that set a Broadway record, never broken, for the most
show openings in a single night—ten. (There were 45 show openings in the
entire 2011–2012 season, with only one night in which two productions
opened.) Behold the Bridegroom was the most ambitious of Kelly’s plays,
and many critics didn’t understand it, but it was as well-crafted as Kelly’s
more successful works, and his dialogue was characteristically sharp.
Although the 1920s were a time of radical experimentation in theater, Kelly
was a traditionalist and mastered the art, more endangered now than ever, of
writing plays that made sense. Every piece of his machinery works; the
characters are consistent and have integrity; the plots have no holes; there
are no cheats or tricks on the audience. His best plays are easy to watch,
because you feel you are in the hands of a playwright who knows where he’s
going and how to get there, so you can relax and enjoy the ride.
Like Lillian Hellman’s, Kelly’s plays were in part ethical dilemmas, with
moral lessons to teach without obvious preaching. His favorite targets were
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the self-important, the narcissistic, and the arrogant, and Kelly did not suffer
fools gladly. By the standards of the time, Kelly’s plays were remarkably
unsentimental, but because his portrayal of human conduct always rang true,
they could be powerful and moving while still provoking laughter.
One of the theories of why Kelly’s career went into a death spiral is that his
moral objectives began to get in the way of the entertainment value of his
works, beginning with Craig’s Wife. He was increasingly unsympathetic
toward women in his plays, an attitude which some have attributed to his
status as a closeted gay man, who was in the midst of a 50-year secret
relationship that his wealthy family regarded as scandalous. This is all pure
speculation at best and cheap pop psychology at worst, of course. Sometimes
great playwrights lose whatever it was that made them great. Kelly’s
mastery of the craft of playwriting would always ensure that his plays were
sturdy and well-constructed, but for whatever reason, his audiences stopped
being charmed or engaged before the 1920s were over. He never had a hit
after 1930, though he lived until 1974, long enough to be completely
forgotten within his lifetime.
Nevertheless, he left us at least five very good plays, and at least one great
comedy, the play you are seeing now. It continues to influence not just
playwrights, but screenwriters as well. In Aubrey Piper, the hero of The
Show-Off, George Kelly’s keen observation of human nature created an
iconic comic character with the capacity for limitless variations.
If we don’t remember George Kelly for that, we ought to.

The Show-Off
The Show-Off was an expansion of George Kelly’s one-act play Poor
Aubrey, produced in 1922, two years before The Show-Off opened on
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Broadway. In his preface to the 1924 edition of The Show-Off, critic
Heywood Broun called the hit “the best play that has yet been written by an
American.” This can be explained by two facts: Kelly had taken the turn to
realism before most of his contemporaries, so his comedy really was ahead
of its time. The other reason is that it really may have been the best play
written by an American up to that time.
George Kelly’s characters don’t evolve very much, and he has been
criticized for this. Realistically, however, most of us don’t change as much
as we’d like to think or hope. Kelly’s approach was to show us a character
with all his or her flaws and then show us where those flaws lead, usually no
place good. Aubrey, the braggart, liar, and freeloader “hero” of The ShowOff, is a variation for Kelly, for Aubrey’s flaws work out surprisingly well in
some ways. Kelly is unusually, for him, kind to Aubrey, who typifies the
fools and irresponsible boobs that populate his best plays. Kelly seems to
like Aubrey in spite of himself, which makes all the difference. Watching
the play, one wonders if Aubrey is a version of someone Kelly not only
knew but had some affection for, despite all his obvious annoying habits.
Nothing effectively teaches Aubrey that he should change his ways. The
Fishers will have to accept him as he is; they are stuck with him, and he,
with himself.
Written and set in the prosperous and hopeful 1920s, The Show-Off was on
safe ground poking fun at a ridiculous clerk pretending to be a railroad
tycoon and tweaking the imposing and arrogant world of business. It has
been suggested by some critics that five years later, after the Depression had
reduced hope to dust and businessmen to selling apples, the play might have
seemed too cruel to be funny. The theory is undercut by the reality that The
Show-Off was successfully revived during the Depression years on
Broadway—twice. Indeed, it may have seemed funnier. Aubrey struts
through life as someone convinced that he holds a winning lottery ticket,
believing that at any moment he will become rich and that he can talk his
way out of any social or legal problem. In this he is the reverse negative of
Mrs. Fisher, a hide-bound traditionalist who believes in earning an honest
dollar through an honest day’s work and who teaches her daughters that they
must work, too. But her husband drops dead from overwork, sending the
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message that the Fishers have spent too much of their lives in grim labor.
Aubrey reminds them, and us, that there is more to life than work and that
having dreams, even self-deceiving ones like Aubrey’s, has importance, too.
Although Aubrey lies and is vain and brash, he’s more fun than the Fishers,
whose lives seem dominated by deadly talk about clothing, furniture, and
other mundane matters.
Kelly’s attitude toward romantic love was always cool at best, and The
Show-Off is no exception. This was another feature of Kelley’s work that
allowed him to stand out in an era when sentimentality was the style and
attitude most familiar to audience members. Clara and Frank have a
financially comfortable marriage, but it is notably devoid of romance or
passion. Mrs. Fisher hardly reacts to the passing of her husband. Amy and
Aubrey’s marriage may be blissful, but it’s ridiculous. They are genuinely in
love, but also a perpetual trial to all who care about them.
Kelly viewed marriage from the perspective of a critical outsider with an
objective view. How objective was it? Some feel that as a closeted gay man
in an era hostile to his sexual orientation, he was inclined to be critical of
marriage as something he could not have. Others have speculated that he
was a misogynist. Personally, I don’t see it. I think he was critical of human
beings generally, and, like most men, was more knowledgeable about men
than women, a flaw he shared with many of our greatest playwrights,
including O’Neill and Miller.
Another aspect of George Kelly’s plays that distinguished them was his use
of spare and economical sets. Most playwrights of his era used elaborate and
ever-changing settings for scenes, which, in addition to being expensive,
also slowed down the action considerably—it was not unusual for a set
change to take ten minutes or more. For The Show-Off, Kelly described an
urban, working-class, and rather tasteless and ugly home in which the
furniture and on-stage items are used in the play’s action constantly.
Eccentric for the time, Kelly preferred to stage an entire play on a single set.
In The Show-Off, only the living room is ever seen, though characters come
from, go to, and refer to the parlor, basement, kitchen, and other rooms.
Kelly wanted the rooms as well as the characters to be familiar to the
audience and regarded that as more important to the goals of his script than
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giving the patrons dazzling sets to gawk at. This device also requires his
characters to describe events occurring elsewhere in the house, which Kelly
uses to good effect.
Kelly even gave specific directions about the color scheme for the Fishers’
living room, which he intended to be typical of the sort of room that a
working-class family of the 1920s would consider elegant and tasteful.
While many of the plays of the day featured the adventures of wealthy
characters, George Kelly felt that audiences would rather watch characters
who reminded them of people they knew and encountered every day.
He was not so much a pioneer or innovator by temperament as a playwright
who was confident that his way of doing things was better than the common
conventions of his profession. Then the success of his plays changed those
conventions. In theater as in other aspects of life, the felicitous combination
of stubbornness, ego, and talent can accomplish amazing things.

Hugo Gernsback in Search of the
Perfect 1920s Marriage
—Jack Marshall
There are a lot of dicey marriages portrayed in The Show-Off, and it seems
that in 1924, both the arts and the sciences were becoming interested in what
makes a life pairing work. The Twenties were a time of great social
upheaval in the U.S., and the old ways of arranged marriages and “growing
to love” one’s spouse were being challenged in theory and practice.
The April issue of Science and Invention Magazine in the same year The
Show-Off was written included a fascinating and thoroughly wacky article
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by Hugo Gernsback, the magazine’s publisher, exploring the different
“scientific” ways to determine if a marriage will succeed or fail.
He wrote:
How much would the average man or woman give to know
beforehand if his or her prospective married life is to be success or
failure? At present, marriage is a lottery. It seems impossible to
predict beforehand how your prospective mate will turn out in the
future. Through certain fundamentals, which can easily be
ascertained, one can be reasonably certain as to one’s choice. We
take extreme care in breeding horses, dogs, and cats, but when we
come to ourselves we are extremely careless and do not use our heads
nor the means that science puts in our hands for scientific breeding.
There are certain basic tests which can be made today and which will
give one a reasonable assurance of married happiness.
Gernsback argued that physical attraction was “the most important factor” in
a successful marriage. In order to measure the level of a couple’s physical
attraction for one another, he recommended the following scientific
confirmation through his ingenious “Physical Attraction Test”: electrodes
were to be attached to the couple’s wrists so that an “electrical
sphygmograph”—you know, one of those—could record their fluttering
pulse rates. Then “a chain”—a chain???—needed to be wrapped around
their chests to measure breathing:
. . . around the chest of each is a chain which is secured to a piece of
spring covered by a rubber hose. One end of the tube thus formed is
sealed; the other connects to a manometer and also to a tambour
supplied with a stylus. The stylus leaves a record on a moving paper
tape showing the rate of respiration.
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But of course!
He explained that if a potential life mate’s pulse rate rises sharply and he or
she breathes more quickly while embracing or kissing his or her partner, this
is solid scientific evidence of physical attraction.
Sounds good to me!
Or perhaps it is an indication of a positive reaction to being chained,
showing a mutual fondness for bondage.
But I digress. On to what Hugo called the “Sympathy Test”!
Here one of the partners watches the other go through something mildly
traumatic, like having blood drawn by a doctor or being forced to listen to a
radio address by Calvin Coolidge. In the useful illustration below from the
original treatise, the young woman watches her partner and is monitored to
see if her muscular contractions and sharp inhalations “due to excitement”
are strong enough. If so, she’s sufficiently sympathetic to him to be
considered as a potential partner, and passes the Sympathy Test.
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Did Gernsback measure gradations of sympathy by escalating the traumatic
experience, should her reactions to the drawing of blood prove inadequate?
Did he expose the potential partner to steadily increasing perils, say, being
confronted by a muscular bully, having fire ants crawling up his leg, being
suspended by the feet from a skyscraper window by “Butterfingers” McGee,
and finally being mauled by a rabid tiger, until some sympathy finally
manifested itself? He doesn’t say.
We move on now to Gernsback’s “Body Odor Test,” and no, I’m not
kidding.
Gernsback argues that more marriages are undermined by vile or
incompatible body odors than any by any other cause, more than liquor,
infidelity, in-laws, and money woes. Note that this was before the days of
regular showers, Ice Blue Secret, Sure, Right Guard, and Mitchum, so this
isn’t as unlikely as it seems.
During this elaborate test, the couple being evaluated were required to smell
each other —“not a pleasant experience,” Gernsback comments, stating the
obvious—by the Mad Scientist Association–certified method of placing one
person (the Smellee) inside a large glass capsule with a hose coming out the
top. This hose then went directly into the nostrils of the Smeller. If the odor
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recipient doesn’t retch, vomit, gag, choke, run away screaming, or drop dead
from the experience (the metabolic responses are also measured by devices
strapped to the chest and wrist), then the romantic pairing is promising, if
not guaranteed. So says Dr. Gernsback. Fun fact: The current phrase, “It
doesn’t pass the smell test,” came from this procedure. All right, I’m making
that up. But it could have!

Finally, we come to the ominous-sounding “Nervous Disorder Test.” If
you have any lingering doubts about Gernsback’s sanity and the degree to
which Science and Invention Magazine was in deep, deep trouble, this
should clinch it.
Gernsback wrote that it is crucial in every health marriage that at least one
partner can be relied on to stay calm under stress and react rationally and
without undue panic in the event of a disturbing surprise or shock. So,
helpful and practical as ever, he invented this test, which involves sneaking
up behind each member of the potential couple, firing a gun in the air and
measuring their responses. If both are too startled, Gernsback concludes,
“marriage should not take place.”
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To be fair, Gernsback (1884 –1967) was not a scientist as much as he was a
creative innovator. He was responsible for several inventions but was best
known, not for science, but for writing science fiction. His article about
measuring compatibility was intended as futuristic speculation, and I doubt
that anybody took it too seriously (at least I hope not). Hugo Gernsback is
still remembered today, not for his contributions to marriage but for
launching the first science fiction magazine. In recognition for his
contributions to the genre that brought us Star Trek, Star Wars, and The
Matrix, Gernsback has been called “The Father of Science Fiction” (though
Jules Verne and H.G. Wells are challenging paternity) and the annual
Science Fiction Achievement awards are named the “Hugos” in his honor.
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Mrs. Fisher’s Shadow: Helen Hayes
The single performer most associated with The Show-Off is the late, great
Helen Hayes. Once she was old enough to play Mrs. Fisher, Hayes made the
role her own, starring in a 1967 production that won her a Tony award and
that was remounted shortly after closing for a rare return Broadway
engagement. From that moment on until her forced retirement from the
stage three years later, dangling Mrs. Fisher was a sure way to get the
famed “First Lady of the American Stage” to consider performing with your
regional theater. Hayes’s affection for the role kept the George Kelly
comedy from undeserved obscurity and The Show-Off provided Hayes with
a perfect vehicle. She doubtlessly would have played the role many more
times, had she not had to retire from live theater for health reasons.
It is unlikely that an American Century Theater Audience Guide will have a
better excuse to celebrate the life and career of Helen Hayes (1900–1993),
who was born in Washington, D.C., and whose name honors the local
professional theater awards.
The following biography is from her official website, www.helenhayes.com.
There is much more about her there, and you should pay it a visit.
Helen Hayes’ career in entertainment surpasses most others in years as well
as in achievements. She began acting at the age of five and didn't stop until
she was 85. Helen is one of only two women to receive all four prestigious
entertainment awards: a Tony, Oscar, Emmy, and Grammy. In 1983, the
Helen Hayes Awards were established, encouraging other aspiring actors
and actresses to reach for their goals as she had done.
Helen’s childhood was a whirlwind of emotion. Her mother, Essie, was an
aspiring actress who was happiest when she was in the midst of theater
excitement. She would go on tour for weeks and come home with lively
stories, but days later she turned to drinking to suppress her boredom with
life at home. In her autobiography, On Reflection, Helen says her mother
told hilarious stories about her life on the road. “She found humor
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everywhere—except in the tiny world where her drab marriage and dreary
motherhood had trapped her.” Essie found her daughter to be an outlet for
her lack of success on stage, busily pushing Helen toward a career that
would make her famous.
Helen’s father, Frank Brown, was Essie’s opposite. He was laid-back and
easily satisfied, happy with a family and a home. He could be the reason for
Helen’s unconventional attitude. Most women who starred alongside her
were pretentious and grandiose, while Helen was more natural and sincere.
Helen wrote about her father in On Reflection: “In harmony with the world,
he was in perpetual discord with his restless wife. He was dear and I adored
him, but I can quite understand how enraging his passivity must have been
to the seething woman who was my mother.”
Essie decided that her daughter would go to Holy Cross Academy, not
because she was devout, but because they did not require her daughter to
have the smallpox vaccination that would “mutilate” her. Luckily for Helen,
the nuns at school greatly appreciated theater. Helen’s first role was
Peaseblossom in the school’s production of A Midsummer Night's Dream.
Helen’s professional career began when Lew Fields, of the comedy team
Weber and Fields, saw her impersonation of the Gibson Girl from Ziegfeld
Follies. He told the theater manager that if she would like a career when she
was older, he wanted to be the first in line. After a few years and some extra
French lessons (to reassure Essie that Helen would become a lady), mother
and daughter headed to Lew Fields’ office in New York City. After being
shown a photograph of Helen in her Gibson Girl getup, Fields remembered
Helen and signed her to be in Old Dutch at the age of eight. Helen became
the favorite little star of Broadway actors and producers like Fields, John
Drew, and George Tyler, learning more from their example and advice than
she felt she ever would have in acting school.
The first play for which Helen received media attention was Pollyanna.
Though she was still playing a young girl while she was actually 17, Helen
was the leading lady and got respect for her work. She even made an
audience of rough-and-tumble ranchers in Montana break out in tears. This
was the point at which she became an “adult” actress. A year later, she
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brought Broadway audiences to their feet in the fantasy play Dear Brutus.
A review in The New York Times called Helen’s performance “a wonderful
blending of dream beauty and girlish actuality.”
Until her mid-twenties, Helen’s life was dictated by George Tyler, who had
become her producer. She was not allowed to socialize and attend parties
with the other actors and actresses, which severely hampered her ability to
meet new friends and date men. But in 1924, Helen was forced to choose
between Tyler’s self-centered demands and her own values. He had pushed
her to join the Fidelity League, a union that existed mainly to proclaim
loyalty to producers. However, Helen chose the Actors’ Equity union, a rival
union that that had been formed to try and raise the meager salaries of stage
actors. This broke the ultimatum that Tyler had given her and freed Helen
from his tight hold on her life.
This led to her introduction to Charlie MacArthur, a Chicago journalist and
playwright. Helen was invited by an actor friend to a high-society gathering
where her demure disposition did not fit in well with the boisterous crowd.
While she sat in the corner thinking of a good excuse for leaving, a
handsome, green-eyed gentleman came over and offered her some peanuts.
As he put them in her hand, he said, “I wish they were emeralds.” Helen was
in love. Many people told her their relationship wouldn’t work, saying he
was too much of a prankster and cynic for her innocent personality. But they
both possessed a childlike charm, and were happily married until Charlie’s
death in 1956. The book Front Page Marriage discusses their lives together
in detail.
Helen’s first child was born amidst a somewhat humorous controversy.
While she was pregnant, Helen was the main character in the play Coquette.
She became very sick and was forced to quit the production, leaving the
director to close the play altogether. The other actors were owed severance
pay, but producer Jed Harris attempted to get out of it by saying Helen’s
reason for leaving was an “Act of God” that he couldn't control. Eventually
he had to pay the actors, but Mary MacArthur would always be remembered
as the “Act of God Baby.” Helen and Charlie adopted a son, James, in 1939.
Jamie, as Helen sometimes called him, went on to star in the long-running
television series Hawaii Five-O.
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Hollywood was expanding in 1931, and movie execs were out to recruit
stage actors and actresses. Helen gave in and signed a deal with MetroGoldwyn-Mayer. Her first movie was The Sin of Madelon Claudet, the story
of a poor woman forced to commit crimes to support her son. The writing
was not good and audiences at the first preview hated the movie. Charlie
took a stab at rewriting, which helped, but it wasn’t until scenes were added
and re-shot that Madelon became a classic. Helen picked up an Academy
Award for Best Actress, making her the first stage actress to win an Oscar.
She had established a successful career in Hollywood, and was cast opposite
many of the most desirable leading men in film. Helen worked with Clark
Gable and John Barrymore in The White Sister, Ramon Novarro in The SonDaughter, and Robert Montgomery in Another Language.
The regal Broadway roles that made Helen famous started in late 1933 when
she portrayed Mary Stuart in Maxwell Anderson’s Mary of Scotland. That
led to her role in Victoria Regina, in which she played Queen Victoria from
youth to old age. This was a pinnacle of her career, for which she earned
many honors and awards. She was almost unrecognizable as the old
Victoria, fooling even the audience until she spoke. The reason she was so
convincing was not only good makeup and props (she wore cotton pads in
her cheeks to puff them out) but also because she drew inspiration from her
grandmother for the queen’s mannerisms. Graddy Hayes, as she was called,
was an avid Victoria devotee, even dressing like her later in life.
Helen got quite a compliment once after a show. Queen Victoria of Spain,
the original Victoria’s granddaughter, saw Helen’s performance and set up a
tea time for them to meet the next day. According to Helen, Victoria said in
astonishment, “How did you ever learn so many things about my
grandmother? Why, you laugh like her and talk like her, and who told you of
that impatient little shrug she made if anyone tried to sympathize with her or
help her when she was old?” Helen replied, “I guess all old people do the
same things, or, at least, Your Majesty’s grandmother and my grandmother
had a great deal in common.”
Helen did her part in World War II, appearing in an anti-Nazi play called
Candle in the Wind. She also made as many appearances as she could to
boost the morale of the troops. Unfortunately, Charlie was sent overseas,
where he worked at a desk and became increasingly addicted to alcohol.
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When Mary was sixteen, she appeared with her mother in Alice Sit-by-theFire. Although Helen had been wary of her children’s involvement in acting,
it seemed Mary had inherited her mother’s talent. But tragedy struck the
MacArthurs in 1949 when Mary became ill and died of polio. Helen said,
“The very worst thing that can happen is to bury your young.” Charlie took
it even harder, and he became steadily more depressed. Helen eventually
found comfort in helping fight the disease. She founded the Mary
MacArthur Fund to raise awareness, and Jonas Salk credited her with
helping him establish funding for a vaccine. But Charlie gave in to his
depression and alcoholism in 1956, when he died of nephritis (kidney
disease) and severe anemia.
Helen continued acting, knowing that work could help her get past her
sadness. She starred with Ingrid Bergman in the film Anastasia shortly after
Charlie’s death. Later, she went on long tours with repertory companies.
Helen had always had respiratory problems, but she was now having
recurring bronchial infections. She claimed several times that her latest
performance would be the last, but Helen couldn’t resist good offers. She
finally retired from the stage in 1971, after her doctor told her she was
allergic to “backstage dust.”
After her retirement from theater, Helen continued her acting career in film
and television. She won her second Academy Award for the 1971 movie
Airport. She was the first Oscar nominee to win in categories for both Best
Actress and Best Supporting Actress. Helen also starred in several TV
movies and a crime series called The Snoop Sisters. In 1982, Helen and
former First Lady of the United States Lady Bird Johnson founded the Lady
Bird Johnson Wildflower Center, which helps to preserve North America’s
natural landscape and resources. She continued writing books as well,
finishing her most acclaimed autobiography, My Life in Three Acts, at
age 90. After a long, eventful life, Helen died of congestive heart failure on
March 17, 1993.
Helen Hayes’ success is the direct result of her incredible work ethic and
discipline. She had the kind of talent that put critics and audiences in awe,
and a warm heart and humble charity that kept her in tune with the masses.
For that she will always be remembered with affection and love.
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